Abstract-Generally speaking, isohyets need to be generated through triangulated mesh, linear interpolation, search contours. Triangulated mesh is the key step, it is especially critical to improve its efficiency and reduce its time complexity, and its prevalent two generation algorithms are divide -conquer and incremental insertion algorithms, after study on the compound algorithm which is based the two mentioned ones. In this paper, we posed a high-efficiency-compound algorithm, by searching boundary before the triangulation mesh, and by reducing the number of the nearest neighbor points in the triangulation, we can determine whether the angle is the maximum. This thesis improves on the common algorithm, and the algorithm is implemented in the analysis of rainfall in Gongan County, Hubei Province. We can reduce the complexity of computation, and improve the efficiency of the isohyets generation algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The isohyetose is a line on which all of points have equal rainfall, it was drew according to the once rainfall or period rainfall obtained fro m the meteorological station. It is important reference for all levels of government and flood prevention departments to make decision, owing to its visuality and legibility [1] .With the rapid development of computer technology, and drawing of isoline has been applying to a wide range of areas, particularly in the field of Flood Control System, isoline map has been wide applied chart. The so-called isoline map drawing is the process of interpolation with mathematical methods and converting points with the same value into chart, using large numbers of discrete and regular physics or geometry data in two-dimensional plane .It is the comb ination of data and figure ,so that technical staff can easily find the trends of changing data, to get the results of computer simulation intuitively. As a method to reflect value change, isoline was widely used in modern scientific research, particularly in the flood control system this method is widely used. Through isoline map, we can have a very intuitive understanding of real-time rainfall information.
II.
RELATED WORK There are many isoclines rendering algorithms at the present time, including discrete data interpolation and fitting, Delaunay triangulation meshing, calculation of equivalent points, contour tracking, abnormal control in the tracking, the filling of the regional equivalent and so on. Triangulated mesh is the key, divide-conquer, incremental and grow method of triangular network.
The Research of the algorithms for triangulated mesh is relatively early. B.P.Heap, McLain D-H [2] proposed algorithms for the production of contour map over an irregular triangular mesh. Peraire [3] proposed an adaptive mesh procedure for computing steady state solutions of the compressible ruler equations in three dimensions. Ey mard [4] proposed appropriate constraints on finite-element grids and convenient definitions for volumes and transmissibility leads to a convergence property for the CVFE scheme. Jo e [5, 6] and Weatherill [7] proposed various improvement methods of delaunay partition. Domestic studies are mainly focus on the depth or imp rovement of the algorith m of contour lines. Yi Li proposed delaunay triangulation meshing and illustrated interpolation in meshes and contour tracing [8] . The method improves the precision of the precipitation isoline and is important to count the surface precipitation of the drainage area. Huang Binghu, Sun Genyun proposed a new method of interpolating urban rainfall monitoring stations and to extract isohyets. The automatic extracting steps of isohyets is analyzed, and based on ArcGIS engine giving the hey codes and main ideas [9] .Peng Siling, Deng Min implement three basic interpolation methods in ArcEngine provides by ESRI, which are IDW, Spline and Krig ing. Precipitation data obtained from 31 rainfall stations in Jinan are employed to draw the rain isoline with the three interpolation method, and the interpolation results of these three methods are compared [10] .The analysis of rainfall contours depends on the artificial, wh ich leads to great labor intensity and low efficiency. At the same time, using some special drawing contour software such as Surfer, although it can draw the contour line, but it is embedded into the soft. The system method is not flexible enough, and the function is single, the data input is extremely tedious, and some large GIS software such as MapInfo, ArcInfo and so on, although it also provides the contour line drawing function, but the required data are artificial input, contour map into the degree of automation is not high.
In this study, we proposed a novel method to track isohyets, the contributions of the work include:
1) Convex hull scanning algorithm is used to search boundary before the triangulation mesh, which can improve the efficiency.
2)
During the triangulation mesh, the discrete points are divided into the left and right, which reduce the number of finding nearest neighbors, and store the equivalent point in a collection.
III. THE IMPROVED M ETHOD

A. Searching Boundary
The boundary of data points must be obtained for triangulation of scattered data points. In order to imp rove the work efficiency, we use Convex Hull scanning algorithm.
There may be a concave boundary as shown in figure 1 below. The convex hull  of d iscrete points
is a min imu m convex polygon; to make all points in the P is on the edge of a polygon or within it. The convex hull algorithm's purpose is to find the min imu m convex polygon, named the boundary of data points. The common convex hull algorith ms are divide-and-conquer, fast packet method, incremental algorithm, Graham scanning method and Jarvis forward method. The time co mplexity of these algorithms is from
On
. Not all the collected data sets are convex; there may be a concave boundary, the convex hull algorithm cannot identify the concave boundary. The corresponding method is to divide the data points; we can get many pieces of convex hull. To obtain boundary for each sub convex, stitching the sub boundaries by counter clockwise. The entire boundary of the data point set is obtained: 
B. Building Triangulated Irregular Network
Using triangulated irregular network for expressing the digital elevation model can not only reduce the data redundancy caused by the regular grid method, but also the computation efficiency is superior to the pure line based method. Take a point from all data points, and find the closest point to this point, the three points will be the first triangle. Based on the three sides of the first triangle, the point of satisfying condition is sought in three different directions and formed a new triangle. On the basis of the new triangle to spread around, until the entire area is filled with triangles.
There are only two edges of each triangle to expand, on the base of the baseline, judges the nearest neighbor points and the discrete points are divided into the left and right. Use the required set of points to judge, which reduce the number of finding nearest neighbors, it only needs to determine whether the angle is the largest, do not need to judge whether it is located in the left or right. This represents great improvement when compared with other introduced. It is worth mentioning that the D-TIN data structure designing brings in traditional data structures, which is based on PointClass and LineClass provided by ArcEngine as the basis to add some new properties. Respectively defined CoordinatePoint, Edge and Triangle. Puts forward a new structure to store points and lines, it is more conducive to the calculation of the equivalent point and contour tracing. To compare the efficiency of the improved algorith m and the pre algorith m, we randomly generated discrete points. The time of triangular mesh is as Table I . It can be seen from Table 1 that the efficiency of the improved algorithm is greatly improved, and the effect is more obvious when the number of discrete points is more. Co mpared with the literature [1.4] , the efficiency of the improved algorithm is also improved, which shows that it is feasible to improve the algorithm of triangulation.
C. Calculation Of Contour Lines
We often use discrete point data as the basis for contour tracking. Before drawing the contour, we should construct a regular grid or irregular grid in the area covered by the discrete points. Then the contour lines can be generated on the basis of regular or irregular grids.
For any triangular mesh, set the three vertex numbers are I, J, K. The three vertex coordinates are denoted as 
1)
Non-closed contour tracing  We ground on the numerical value of a contour, to find an equivalent edge at the boundary. If we can't find the starting edge, which shows that the contour line is closed, Step (2). The edge is recorded to the equivalent edge series. And then remove it fro m the line series to be searched.  Search for the second equal edge in the related triangle, added to the equivalent edge series after finding it. And then remove it fro m the line series to be searched.  Remove the triangle fro m the series of triangles to be searched; the newly found equivalent edge is only one related triangle. Search the next equivalent edge in the triangle, added to the equivalent edge series after finding it, and then remove it fro m the line series to be searched.  Recursive execution (3) until the last equivalent boundary is found.  A non -closed contour line search is completed, as shown in figure 2 below.
2)
Closed contour tracing  Looking for an equivalent edge as the start edge. if we can't find it, it shows that we can't analyze the contour line. Stop the analysis and start to search for another contour line. And then record the edge to the equivalent edge series. Finally make a mark on the edge.  Search for the second equal edge in the related triangle, added to the equivalent edge series after finding it. And then remove it fro m the line series to be searched.  Remove the triangle fro m the series of triangles to be searched, the newly found equivalent edge is only one related triangle. Search the next equivalent edge in the triangle, added to the equivalent edge series after finding it, and then remove it fro m the line series to be searched.  Recursive execution (3) until the first equivalent boundary is found.  A closed contour line search is completed, as shown in figure 3 below. 
E. Smoothing The Contour Lines
The result of contour tracing is to get the equivalent point fro m the network, and then connect these contour points in turn with the line segment. At this time the obtained contour is not smooth, and the curve of the contour is determined by the size of the grid. When the grid size is large, although the results obtained can be expressed by the degree of vertical variation of the terrain, but it has affected people's aesthetic effect. Therefore, it is necessary to smooth the contour map of the tracking. The tension spline function method is used to carry out the smoothing process. The basic idea is that the piecewise interpolation function is a linear co mbination of 
Equation (1) has continuous second derivative,  play a role in controlling the position of the inflection point and the shape of the curve. Through complex mathematical derivation, the function expression of the tension spline function can be obtained:
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The above formu la is a standard three spline function expression. The three spline function can ensure that the curve is smooth, and it can also be used as a data node.
  (4) At this time, the tension spline function is reduced to a piecewise linear function. Piecewise linear function can absolutely guarantee that the line segment does not intersect.
The algorithm is simple and the efficiency is relatively high, the contour is completely through the equivalent point, and the lines are smooth.
IV.
EXPERIM ENTA L RESULT In order to verify the feasibility of the algorithm, after generating delaunay triangulation, calculation of contour lines, contour tracing and smoothing the contour lines , otching up rainfall contours of AnGong Hubei in September 12, 2016. The isohyet chart is as shown in figure 4 below: This study clearly demonstrates the generation algorithm of isohyets, and uses examples to demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithm. By searching boundary before the triangulation mesh, and reducing the number of the nearest neighbor points in the triangulation. The results show that the proposed method can improve the efficiency and reduce the redundancy of code. The method improves the precision of the precipitation isoline and is important to count the surface precipitation of the drainage area.
